CBR and Program Science in HIV
Assess, contextualize, intervene, scale up and repeat
In this flipped competitive workshop, valuable time is devoted to forging relationships and
understanding content either individually or in groups. It has a problem solving focus and
is competitive in that it requires that a team (2 or more) remain engaged in all stages.

Step 1. Launching the Workshop.
1. To participate, watch the Program Science 101 Module.
2. Watch a selection of UWW CBR Modules and OHTN Program Science
videos.
3. This is a problem solving competition, a number of teams will be
rewarded with travel and meeting funds to put their solutions into practice.
Step 2. Building your team.
1. Form your team and identify which problem/goal/idea you will focus on.
2. Who can participate? Teams must be composed of at least one ASO staff
and/or community partner, and at least one academic partner
(researcher/graduate student/professor, ect.)
Step 3. Describing the project.
1. Record a three-minute
thesis (3MT) video describing one programmatic
problem/idea/goal, plus a 100-word summary.
2. Using a Program Science and/or CBR lens, describe the problem/idea/goal
and the resources and methodologies you will need to approach it.
Step 4. Socializing the Idea.
1. At this stage, we will host public conversations to discuss significant
aspects of your problem/idea/goal with our online audience.
2. Members of our review committee will contribute to these conversations.
They will consider these conversations in their final scoring.

Step 5. Selecting Finalists.
1. A review committee is comprised of PHAS, academics, graduate and
clinical students and frontline staff.
2. Will score the 3MT videos, public consultation participation and other
steps taken by the team based on:
 Clear exposition of key aspects of the problem/idea/goal
 Number of viewers and viewers comments on YouTube
 How the problem/idea/goal will be approached using CBR/Program
Science
 Clear references to the resources offered and/or additional
resources/videos/ readings
 Suggested strategies for engaging stakeholders
 Suggested dissemination strategy (KTE/education)
Step 6. Getting Together to do the Work.
1. Teams are funded to meet at their home site. For example, ASO.
2. To receive funding, teams must submit a report outlining their:
background, goals, methods, activities and budget.

